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QUESTION 1

What comparison is true about a CloudHub Dedicated Load Balancer (DLB) vs. the CloudHub Shared Load Balancer
(SLB)? 

A. Only a DLB allows the configuration of a custom TLS server certificate 

B. Only the SLB can forward HTTP traffic to the VPC-internal ports of the CloudHub workers 

C. Both a DLB and the SLB allow the configuration of access control via IP whitelists 

D. Both a DLB and the SLB implement load balancing by sending HTTP requests to workers with the lowest workloads 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

*

 Shared load balancers don\\'t allow you to configure custom SSL certificates or proxy rules 

*

 Dedicated Load Balancer are optional but you need to purchase them additionally if needed. 

*

 TLS is a cryptographic protocol that provides communications security for your Mule app. TLS offers many different
ways of exchanging keys for authentication, encrypting data, and guaranteeing message integrity. 

*

 The CloudHub Shared Load Balancer terminates TLS connections and uses its own server-side certificate. 

*

 Only a DLB allows the configuration of a custom TLS server certificate 

*

 DLB enables you to define SSL configurations to provide custom certificates and optionally enforce two-way SSL client
authentication. 

*

 To use a DLB in your environment, you must first create an Anypoint VPC. Because you can associate multiple
environments with the same Anypoint VPC, you can use the same dedicated load balancer for your different
environments. 

*

 MuleSoft Reference: https://docs.mulesoft.com/runtime-manager/dedicated-load- balancer-tutorial Additional Info on
SLB Vs DLB: 
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QUESTION 2

How are the API implementation , API client, and API consumer combined to invoke and process an API ? 

A. The API consumer creates an API implementation , which receives API invocations from an API such that they are
processed for an API client 
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B. The API consumer creates an API client which sends API invocations to an API such that they are processed by an
API implementation 

C. An API client creates an API consumer, which receives API invocation from an API such that they are processed for
an API implementation 

D. The API client creates an API consumer which sends API invocations to an API such that they are processed by API
implementation 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: The API consumer creates an API client which sends API invocations to an API such that they are
processed by an API implementation This is based on below definitions API client • An application component • that
accesses a service • by invoking an API of that service - by definition of the term API over HTTP API consumer • A
business role, which is often assigned to an individual • that develops API clients, i.e., performs the activities necessary
for enabling an API client to invoke APIs API implementation • An application component • that implements the
functionality 

 

QUESTION 3

Which Anypoint Platform component should a MuleSoft developer use to create an API specification prior to building the
API implementation? 

A. MUnit 

B. API Designer 

C. API Manager 

D. Runtime Manager 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

One of the backend systems involved by the API implementation enforces rate limits on the number of request a particle
client can make. 

Both the back-end system and API implementation are deployed to several non-production environments including the
staging environment and to a particular production environment. Rate limiting of the back-end system applies to all non-
production environments. 

The production environment however does not have any rate limiting. 

What is the cost-effective approach to conduct performance test of the API implementation in the non-production
staging environment? 

A. Including logic within the API implementation that bypasses in locations of the back-end system in the staging
environment and invoke a Mocking service that replicates typical back-end system responses Then conduct
performance test using this API implementation 

B. Use MUnit to simulate standard responses from the back-end system. Then conduct performance test to identify
other bottlenecks in the system 
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C. Create a Mocking service that replicates the back-end system\\'s production performance characteristics Then
configure the API implementation to use the mocking service and conduct the performance test 

D. Conduct scaled-down performance tests in the staging environment against rate-limiting back-end system. Then
upscale performance results to full production scale 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

An organization has strict unit test requirement that mandate every mule application must have an MUnit test suit with a
test case defined for each flow and a minimum test coverage of 80%. 

A developer is building Munit test suit for a newly developed mule application that sends API request to an external rest
API. 

What is the effective approach for successfully executing the Munit tests of this new application while still achieving the
required test coverage for the Munit tests? 

A. Invoke the external endpoint of the rest API from the mule floors 

B. Mark the rest API invocations in the Munits and then call the mocking service flow that simulates standard responses
from the REST API 

C. Mock the rest API invocation in the Munits and return a mock response for those invocations 

D. Create a mocking service flow to simulate standard responses from the rest API and then configure the mule flows to
call the marking service flow 

Correct Answer: C 
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